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Abstract 
 

Numerical study on the dynamics of 

Brownian particulate systems 

in confined microchannel flow 

 

Sungup Choi 

School of Chemical and Biological Engineering 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

The numerical study on particulate systems in confined 

microchannel flow is significantly important in developing lab-on-a-chip 

devices for various applications and accordingly, this aspect has attracted 

much attention in fundamental and applied research. Firstly, we have 

investigated the dynamics of short double-stranded DNA molecules which 
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move through a deep–shallow alternating nanofilter with Brownian dynamics 

simulation. We proposed a novel mechanism for high-throughput DNA 

separation with a high electric field, which was originally predicted by 

Laachi et al. (Physical Review Letters, 2007, 98). In this work, we show that 

DNA molecules deterministically move along different electrophoretic 

streamlines according to their length, owing to geometric constraint at the 

exit of the shallow region. Consequently, it is more probable that long DNA 

molecules pass over a deep well region without significant lateral migration 

toward the bottom of the deep well, which is in contrast to the long dwelling 

time for short DNA molecules. We investigated the dynamics of DNA 

passage through a nanofilter facilitating electrophoretic field kinematics. The 

statistical distribution of the DNA molecules according to their size clearly 

corroborates our assumption. On the other hand, it was also found that the 

tapering angle between the shallow and deep regions significantly affects the 

DNA separation performance. The current results show that the non-uniform 

field effect combined with geometric constraint plays a key role in 

nanofilter-based DNA separation. We expect that our results will be helpful 

in designing and operating nanofluidics-based DNA separation devices and 

in understanding the polymer dynamics in confined geometries. 

In addition, the dynamics of complex fluids in confined complex 
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geometry have been investigated to observe the microstructural change and 

its interaction with flow. To understand the characteristics of these complex 

flows, we have studied the dynamics of aggregating particle suspensions in 

three dimensional 4:1 contraction flow using the self-consistent particle 

simulation method. It combines both Brownian dynamics and finite element 

methods self-consistently, which enables to consider long-range 

hydrodynamic interaction effectively. We observed heterogeneous cluster 

formation and analyzed it in terms of the competition between flow and 

interparticle forces. In addition, spatio-temporal fluctuation which originates 

from the microstructural change and its interaction with the flow was 

observed. The fluctuation was complex with no characteristic periodicity or 

pattern. Heterogeneous structure formation and spatio-temporal fluctuation 

were found to be the main factors that characterize the complex flow of the 

particulate suspensions in the micro-contraction channel flow. 

 

Keywords: DNA separation; Nanofilter; Constraint effect; Brownian 

Dynamics; Finite element method; Self-consistent particle simulation; 

Aggregating particulate suspensions; 4:1 planar contraction flow; 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Background on particle suspensions in confined microc

hannel flow 

 

The complex flow of particle suspensions [Bernate et al. (2012), 

Desreumaux et al. (2013), Sengupta et al. (2013), Gachelin et al. (2013)] in 

confined geometry such as micro-fabricated device has drawn much 

attention in recent years. It provides a useful platform in developing lab-on-

a-chip devices for various applications such as mixing [Wootton et al. 2012], 

separation [Meinhardt et al. (2012), Reguera et al. (2012)], medical 

diagnostics [Utz et al. (2010)], to list a few. 

 DNA separation using electrophoretic motion in confined 

micro/nano-fabricated channel has drawn much attention for some decades. 

One of them, micro-/nanofabrication approaches, nanofilter separation [Fu et 

al. (2005), Fu et al. (2006)] with periodically alternating deep and shallow 

regions. The dynamics of DNA separation has been studied experimentally 

[Viovy (2000)] and Dorfman [Dorfman (2010), Doyle et al. (2002), Fu et al. 

(2005), Fu et al. (2006), Dorfman et al. (2013)] and numerically [Laachi et 
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al. (2007)], but inherent deterministic dynamics of short double-strand DNA 

(dsDNA) molecule by electric field kinematics in high throughput regime is 

non-negligible. Thus, we deal with the constraint effect between DNA 

molecule and confined nanofilter arrays by Browinian dynamics (BD) in this 

work. 

 The complexities of particulate suspension flow has also showed 

interesting behaviors such as crystallization [Wu et al. (2009), Shereda et al. 

(2010)1, Shereda et al. (2010)2], flow induced ordering [Chen et al. (1994), 

Loose et al. (1994), Stancik et al. (2004)], particle transport due to 

confinement effect [Karlsson et al. (2002), Schwierz et al. (2010)], flow 

instability [Isa et al. (2009)], and so on. However, characteristic of 

paraticulate suspension flow in complex geometry is almost unknown field 

for difficulties of flow control and observation. However, it is now possible 

to approach the unknown field of particulate suspension in complex 

geometry numerically because self-consistent particle simulation technique 

(SC) [Myung et al. (2011)] was developed [Myung et al. (2011)]. By 

adopting SC method, we investigated the dynamics of aggregating 

particulate suspensions in the microchannel flow of 4:1 planar contraction. 
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1.2. DNA separation mechanism in nanofilter arrays 

 

DNA separation on the basis on molecular size is an essential step in 

genome sequencing and mapping, and gel electrophoresis has been a 

standard method for DNA separation [Viovy (2000)]. However, the inherent 

non-uniformity in pore size and shape in a gel can deteriorate the DNA 

separation performance [Viovy (2000)]. In the last decades, several studies 

have been conducted to overcome the disadvantages of conventional gel 

electrophoresis [Viovy (2000)]. Among such approaches, separation devices 

based on micro-/nanofabrication have attracted much attention [Austin et al. 

(1993), Nixon et al. (1994), Sevick et al. (1994)1, Sevick et al. (1994)2, 

Volkmuth et al. (1994), Saville et al. (1996), Duke et al. (1998), Bakajin et al. 

(2001), Doyle et al. (2002), Minc et al. (2004), Fu et al. (2005), Fu et al. 

(2006)] For instance, obstacle arrays based on DNA hooking collision 

[Austin et al. (1993), Nixon et al. (1994), Sevick et al. (1994)1, Sevick et al. 

(1994)2, Volkmuth et al. (1994), Saville et al. (1996), Bakajin et al. (2001), 

Doyle et al. (2002), Minc et al. (2004)] and diffusion-based arrays [Duke et 

al. (1998)] have been exploited in DNA separation. Among these micro-

/nanofabrication approaches, nanofilter separation [Fu et al. (2005), Fu et al. 

(2006)]  with periodically alternating deep and shallow regions [refer to 
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Fig.1.1] has been  

 

 

Fig. 1.1. Schematic design of a periodic nanofilter channel (upper panel) and 

enlargement of a unit nanofilter channel (lower panel), where tl  and sl  are 

the lengths of total channel and shallow slit in unit channel, respectively. st  

and dt  are the thicknesses of the shallow slit and deep well; s  is the 

length of the DNA molecule, and j  is the angle formed between the 

backbone of the DNA and the net electric field direction. 
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considered to be a promising tool. It has been demonstrated that this method 

can be utilized for a wide range of DNA molecular weights (M.W.), i.e., 10 

bp < M.W. < 100 kbp, and the thicknesses of the deep ( dt ) and shallow ( st ) 

regions can be changed depending on the target-DNA molecular weight [Fu 

et al. (2005), Fu et al. (2006)]. The DNA mobility in nanofilter arrays has 

been shown to be dramatically higher than that in typical gel-based 

electrophoresis, which guarantees a high-throughput separation performance. 

Furthermore, the technique has also been successfully integrated into 

miniaturized lab-on-a-chip devices [Doyle et al. (2002), Fu et al. (2005), Fu 

et al. (2006)]. 

The DNA separation mechanism in nanofilter arrays can be 

categorized into different mechanisms according to the relative ratio of DNA 

size to st , where the DNA size is typically represented by the radius of 

gyration, gR . Briefly, Ogston sieving and entropic trapping mechanisms are 

applied for / 1g sR t <  and / 1g sR t > , respectively. Further details on these 

mechanisms are described in review papers by Viovy [Viovy (2000)] and 

Dorfman [Dorfman (2010), Dorfman et al. (2013)]. In the present work, we 

focused on the separation of relatively small DNA molecules compared to st  

and thus, our interest is limited to the so-called Ogston sieving regime. In the 
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Ogston sieving regime, the steric hindrance interaction between a DNA 

molecule and the channel wall is an important factor for the size-dependent 

mobility difference [Viovy (2000)]. There have been several experimental 

studies [Fu et al. (2005), Fu et al. (2006), Fu et al. (2007)] on short double-

strand DNA (dsDNA) molecules for which the DNA length ( s ) is 

comparable to the thickness of the shallow slit (e.g., both s  and 

~ 100 nmst ). In this regime, shorter DNA molecules are expected to pass 

through the nanofilter arrays more rapidly than the longer DNA molecules 

[Fu et al. (2006)]. 

Laachi et al. [Laachi et al. (2007)] assumed dsDNA to be a rod-like 

polymer because its length is comparable to the DNA persistence length 

( ~ 50 nmpl ). They investigated the dynamics and separation mechanism of 

the short rod-like DNA molecules in the Ogston sieving regime, by utilizing 

Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations. Interestingly, with a high electric field, 

they predicted that relatively longer DNA chains will pass more quickly 

through the nanofilter than shorter DNA chains, which was contrary to our 

intuition. They proposed that this phenomenon can be considered to be a 

novel high-throughput DNA separation mechanism explained that the torque 

assisted-rotation of the DNA molecules at the entrance of the shallow region 

is responsible for the high-throughput DNA separation, in which the torque is 
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proportional to the DNA length, i.e., long DNA molecules are more easily 

aligned than short DNA molecules along the longitudinal direction of the 

shallow region, and consequently, long DNA enters more quickly into the 

shallow region [Laachi et al. (2007)]. Later, this high-throughput separation 

mechanism was experimentally observed [Fu et al. (2005), Strychalski et al. 

(2009)]. However, at higher electric fields, this high-throughput separation 

mechanism broke down, which was attributed to non-negligible DNA 

bending under the high electric field [Strychalski et al. (2009), Fayad et al. 

(2010)]. 

In this work, we propose a novel mechanism for high-throughput 

DNA separation within a high electric field regime. We found that the 

geometrical constraint significantly affects the lateral motion of the DNA 

molecules when a DNA leaves the shallow region. Our proposed mechanism 

is analogous to the “deterministic lateral displacement” for DNA separation 

with bumped arrays [Huang et al. (2004)], where DNA molecules follow 

different streamlines according to their size. In this work, the geometric 

constraint effect was systematically analyzed with field kinematics that was 

numerically predicted with the finite element method (FEM) and the 

ensemble-averaged passage time of DNA molecules was calculated based on 

BD simulation. In addition, we investigated how the tapering angle between 
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the deep and shallow regions (q ) [Fig. 1.1] influenced the DNA separation 

performance, which can be useful for further optimization of the channel 

design and operation conditions. 
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1.3. Aggregating particle under 4:1 planar contraction chan

nel flow 

 

The flow of particle systems in confined microchannel showed 

interesting behaviors and their complexities such as crystallization [Wu et al. 

(2009), Shereda et al. (2010)1, Shereda et al. (2010)2], flow induced ordering 

[Chen et al. (1994), Loose et al. (1994), Stancik et al. (2004)], particle 

transport [Karlsson et al. (2002), Schwierz et al. (2010)] and flow instability 

[Isa et al. (2009)] have been studied in many groups. 

However, most of these studies focused on the dynamics in simple 

shear flow due to the difficulties in the control of complex flow. On the other 

hand, the flow characteristics which involves complex flow such as curve, 

contraction, expansion, and others are rarely understood. The experimental 

studies on the flow of particle systems under complex flow field have 

difficulties in the visualization and in the control of complex flows so that 

the numerical simulation needs to be applied for these systems. Brownian 
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Dynamics (BD) [Mitchell et al. (1995), Strating (1999), Foss et al. (2000), 

Schwierz et al. (2010)] is one of the simplest methods for particulate flows. 

However, it does not consider hydrodynamic interaction (HI). Stokesian 

Dynamics (SD) [Brady et al. (1998), Foss et al. (2000)] realizes the 

hydrodynamic interaction precisely. However, it requires massive 

computational resources and has limitation in the application to complex 

flows. Mesoscale simulations [Rotall et al. (2007), Pan et al. (2010)] 

reproduce the hydrodynamic interaction efficiently, but they also require 

large computational power and the number of particles they can cover is 

limited.  

To overcome these difficulties, self-consistent particle simulation 

technique (SC) [Myung et al. (2011)] was developed. SC adopts the concept 

of the micro-macro simulation method [Laso et al. (1993), Hulsen et al. 

(1997), Wapperom et al. (2000)] which takes into account the interaction 

between flow and polymer configuration. The SC method is particularly 

appropriate for the study of particle systems under complex flow field 

because it solves the complex flow field directly in the finite elements. We 

applied the SC method to three dimensional 4:1 planar contraction flow. This 

flow has been widely studied in experiments [Nguyen et al. (1979), 

Mckinley et al. (1991), Feigl et al. (1994)] and has also been regarded as a 
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benchmarking problem in numerical simulation [Crochet et al. (1984), Kim 

et al. (2005), Kwon et al. (2012)]. Thanks to recent increase in 

computational power and advances in numerical algorithm, we could 

investigate the particle flows in 3D micro-contraction channel. The 

contraction flow of the particle system showed a strong spatio-temporal 

fluctuation, which was related to the microstructural change and its 

interaction with flow. The results will contribute to our understanding on the 

complex flow behavior of many-body particle systems in the microchannel 

flow and to possible applications in high end technologies. 
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Chapter 2. Theory 

 

2.1. Dynamics of DNA molecule through electrophoretic   

   field kinematics 

 

We briefly summarize the background theories on short rod-like DNA 

transportation through deep-shallow alternating nanofilter [Laachi et al. 

(2007)]. The length of the DNA molecule was typically less than 100 nm 

( ~ 2 pl ), and it was regarded as a rod-like polymer [Laachi et al. (2007)]. In 

the current work, the DNA length was longer than the thickness of the 

shallow region ( sts > ) [Fig. 1.1]. Therefore, a DNA molecule should be 

aligned along the longitudinal direction of the shallow region so that the 
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molecules can enter the shallow region. Under weak electric fields, shorter 

molecules enter and leave the shallow region faster than longer molecules do, 

according to the so-called Ogston sieving mechanism [Laachi et al. (2007)]. 

In this regime, a shorter molecule is more favorable in satisfying the 

geometric constraint ( 1 1
max max

ˆˆ, sin ( / ), cos ( )s xtj j j s j- -< = = ×σ e , where 

σ̂  and ˆ
xe  are the unit vectors of the rod and the longitudinal direction of 

the unit channel, respectively), because the allowable rotational angle to 

enter the shallow channel maxj  becomes broader as the molecular size s  

decreases [Laachi et al. (2007)]. Furthermore, the rotational diffusion time 

[Broersma (1960)1, Broersma (1960)2, Yamakawa (1971), Berne et al. (1976), 

Newman et al. (1977)] decreases with decreasing s  ( 3
rotation ~ / logt s s ), 

and the rotation time of the molecule satisfying the constraint is shorter with 

a decreasing s . Taken together, it is expected that short DNA molecules 

will be more favorably aligned than long DNA molecules along the 

longitudinal direction of the shallow region. 

On the other hand, it was predicted that at a high electric field, long 

molecules anomalously leave the nanofilter more quickly than short 

molecules do [Laachi et al. (2007)]. In this regime, the alignment of a DNA 

molecule along the longitudinal direction, i.e., a favorable DNA 
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conformation to enter the shallow region, is driven by the rotational torque of 

the DNA molecules ( 2:  sµM M ) [Laachi et al. (2007)]. This torque is 

induced by a non-homogeneous electric field at the entrance region of the 

shallow region, and the DNA separation based on the size-dependent 

rotational torque was termed “torque-assisted separation mechanism” 

[Laachi et al. (2007)]. Although, it is expected that the high-throughput DNA 

separation eventually deteriorates at further higher electric fields because the 

initialization (or randomization) of the DNA conformation by rotational 

diffusion is a prerequisite for the “torque-assisted separation mechanism” 

[Laachi et al. (2007)]. However, at extremely high electric fields, the DNA 

molecules will transit from one shallow region to another without 

conformational change. This reduction in DNA separation resolution was not 

observed in the BD simulation [Laachi et al. (2007)]. 

In addition, it is not well understood how the geometric constraint 

near the exit of the shallow region affects the DNA separation. As shown in 

Fig. 2.1, a rod-like polymer is modeled as a dumbbell composed of two 

beads connected with a rod (the detailed description for numerical modeling 

is presented in the next section), and the dynamics of a dumbbell at the exit 

is expected to be greatly affected by the wall constraint. For simplicity, we 

assume that each bead deterministically moves along the electrophoretic 
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streamlines at each bead’s location (the electrophoretic streamlines are 

represented as color contours in Fig 2.1), and this condition corresponds to 

DNA dynamics under extremely high electric fields, in which Brownian 

motion is not relevant. For instance, we can consider that the fore and aft 

beads follow the streamlines between the bottom and upper walls inside the 

shallow  

 

Fig. 2.1. Schematic representation of a molecule leaving the shallow slit with 

(white) and without (gray) the constraint effect. 
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regions [black dumbbell in Fig. 2.1]. The wall penetration of a rod is 

physically prohibited [gray dumbbell in Fig. 2.1]. Thus, the final location of 

a fore bead is greatly influenced by the rod constraint: a fore bead is impelled 

by an aft bead continuously, and thus, the fore bead reaches the end of a 

streamline that is quite distant from the bottom wall [un-filled dumbbell in 

Fig. 2.1]. Consequently, it is anticipated that the distance between the 

centroid of longer DNA molecules and the upper wall is less than that 

between the centroid of shorter DNA molecules and the upper wall. Thus, 

long DNA molecules reach the next shallow region by following trajectories 

shorter than those followed by short DNA molecules. We note that the 

centroid shift of DNA molecules toward the upper wall does not occur when 

the fore and aft beads move along the upper and bottom walls, respectively. 

In this case, each bead constantly follows the same streamline until the aft 

bead leaves the shallow region, and the centroid streamline is that of the mid-
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point between the upper and bottom walls irrespective of the DNA molecule 

size [Fig. 2.2]. 

The centroid shift toward the upper wall is observed in the 

distribution of dwelling time at each position as shown in Fig. 2.3. We 

consider a specific case for the transportation of a cylindrical rod-like DNA 

molecule with length s  and radius a  ( 4.00 sts =  and 1 nma = ) in an 

electrolyte solution with  

 

Fig. 2.2. Schematic procedure of molecule exiting shallow slit with (white) 

and without (gray) constraint effect when its rotational angle is positive. 
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Fig. 2.3. Distribution probability of the centroid of the molecule when 

/ 4.00sts = , 10bPe = . 
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electrophoretic mobility, 0m , and solvent viscosity sh  

( 4 2 3
0 ~ 10  cm / V s, ~ 10  Pa ssm h- -× × ) in a nanofilter channel geometry 

( 1/ 3a =  and 1/ 5d = , where /s tl la = , /s dt td = ) under an electric field 

avE  of ~3000 V/cm; here, avE  is the averaged electric field strength over a 

single nanofilter unit and is defined as / tV lD , and VD  is the electric 

potential difference between the inlet and outlet for a nanofilter unit. We note 

that avE  considered in this estimation is stronger than that under practical 

separation conditions. At a higher electric field, the dynamics of rod-like 

molecule in a filtration process in a nanofilter channel is more deterministic 

than that in a low-electric-field case, which follows the “deterministic lateral 

displacement” mechanism [Huang et al. (2004)] in which the DNA 

molecules follow different streamlines according to their size. 
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Fig. 2.3 shows the probability of dwelling time over the entire 

filtration process. The dwelling time distribution is asymmetric: the dwelling 

probability is lower near the corner encountered just after a shallow slit than 

at the corner before the shallow slit. This observation corroborates our 

assumption that the geometric constraint significantly affects the lateral 

distribution of the molecules just after the shallow slot, and thus, the 

molecules move along different electrophoretic streamlines depending on 

their size. 

Further, we analyzed the time scales required in the diffusional and 

translational convectional motions in deep well to investigate the molecular 

dynamics within the high-throughput regime. The compared time scales were 

quantitatively analyzed with the relative ratios of the free translational (in 

lateral direction) or rotational diffusion time ( ,d tt  or ,d rt ) to the 

electrophoretic convection time in the deep well part ( ,e dt ), respectively. 

,d tt  is the translational diffusion time defined as 2 / tDs  and ,d rt  is the 

rotational diffusion time defined as max / rDj , where tD  and rD  are the 

translational and rotational diffusion coefficients, respectively, at infinite 

dilution determined by employing the Broersma theory [Broersma (1960)1, 

Broersma (1960)2, Yamakawa (1971), Zero et al. (1981)]. The translational 
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diffusion coefficient tD  of a rigid cylindrical rod is predicted as follows 

[Broersma (1960)1, Broersma (1960)2, Yamakawa (1971), Zero et al. (1981)]: 

 ll/ 3 [ 0.5( )]t B sD k T ph s l g g ^= - + ,           (1) 

where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the absolute temperature, l  is 

the logarithmic aspect ratio of s  to a , and llg  and g ^  are the 

translational friction coefficients for motions parallel and perpendicular to 

the axis of the rod [ 2
ll 1.27 7.4(1/ 0.34)g l= - - , and 

20.19 4.2(1/ 0.39)g l^ = - - ] [Broersma (1960)1, Broersma (1960)2]. The 

rotational diffusion coefficient rD  is predicted as follows: [Broersma 

(1960)1, Broersma (1960)2, Yamakawa (1971), Zero et al. (1981)] 

 3 / ( )r B sD k T ph l x= - ,  (2) 

where x  denotes a fitting parameter [ 21.45 7.5(1/ 0.27)x l= - - ] 

[Broersma (1960)1, Broersma (1960)2]. ,e dt  is the electrophoretic 

convection time in a deep well, which is expressed as follows: 

 
, 0( ) /e d t s dl l Et m= - ,  (3) 

where the electric field strength in a deep well dE  is predicted as 

/[ (1 )]d avE Ed a d a= + - . 

We consider a specific case for the transportation of a rod-like DNA 
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molecule with the same conditions in Fig. 2.3. For this case, the predicted 

ratio of , ,/d t e dt t  is about 15, and thus, the electrophoretic convective time 

scale across the deep well is too short for the molecule to diffuse far into a 

deep well. On the other hand, , ,/d r e dt t  is about 0.075, which indicates 

sufficient time for a molecule’s rotational angle j  to become larger than 

maxj  in a deep well, which is an imperative for the electro-torque-assisted 

DNA separation mechanism (or high-throughput separation mechanism). 

However, the rotation of a DNA molecule is available only when the 

molecule is sufficiently far from the wall, but the slow translational diffusion 

(in the lateral direction) limits the free rotation because , ,/d t e dt t  is only ~15, 

as discussed above. Moreover, due to the centroid shift to the upper wall 

after the shallow slit, significant portions of long molecules deterministically 

move along electrophoretic streamlines close to the upper wall where the 

rotational motion is restricted. Therefore, we assume that the “torque-

assisted separation mechanism” [Laachi et al. (2007)] is not the only 

mechanism for the high-throughput process. In addition, the “torque-assisted 

separation mechanism” inherently assumes that the dwelling time, near the 

entrance region of the shallow slit, depends upon the rod length, and this 

dependency plays a key role in size-based DNA separation. We investigated 
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the spatial distribution of the molecules within the nanofilter in order to 

reveal whether the assumption is relevant. 

 

 

 

2.2. Self-consistent particle simulation method 

 

The SC method is divided into two parts. The first part involves 

Brownian dynamics (BD) which solves the motion of the particles. The 

second part calculates the flow field by solving the conservation equation of 

momentum and mass, using the finite element method (FEM) [Crochet et al. 

(1984)]. The flow-particle interaction in each finite element E is considered 

via particle stress which works as an external stress such that SC takes the 

long-range interaction between the particle and fluid (but not the lubrication 

force) into account [Myung et al. (2011), Myung et al. (2013)]. Calculation 

of the two parts was conducted alternatively and repeatedly sharing the 

particle stress and velocity field obtained in BD and FEM step respectively 

as schematically represented in Fig. 2.4. 
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Fig. 2.4. Schematic representation of Self-consitent particle simulation 

algorithm 
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2.2.1. Dynamics of spherical particle (Brownian dynamics) 

 

The position of ith particle ir  is governed by the hydrodynamic force 

( H
iF ), the Brownian force ( B

iF ) and the potential force ( P
iF ), 

 2 2/ ,H B P
i i i imd dt = + +r F F F  (4) 

where m  is the mass of the particle. If time step is long enough to relax the 

momentum of the particles, the inertia term can be neglected. The many-

body hydrodynamic interaction was neglected and the hydrodynamic force 

( H
iF ) was simplified as, 

 [ / ( )],H m
i i i id dtV= - -F r u r  (5) 

where ( )m
i iu r  is the flow field of the medium at the position ir  and V  is 

the friction coefficient. The Brownian force ( B
iF ) is related to the random 

motion of the particles generated by the collision with surrounding solvent 
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molecules. In the modeling, B
iF  was assigned as random such that it has 

zero mean and variance of 2 Bk TV  [Öttinger (1996)], 

 

( ) 0B
i t< >=F  

( ) ( ') 2 ( ')B B
i j B ijt t k T t tVd d< >= -F F δ , 

(6) 

(7) 

where Bk  the is Boltzmann’s constant and T  is the absolute temperature. 

The potential force P
iF  is expressed as P P

i ij
j

=åF F , where P
ijF  is the 

interparticle potential force between the particles i  and j  which is 

calculated from the negative gradient of the potential curve. 
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2.2.2. Calculation of flow field (Finite element method) 

 

The second part calculates flow field by solving the conservation 

equation of momentum and mass, 

 
20 m

pp h= -Ñ + Ñ + Ñ ×u τ  (8) 

 0,mÑ × =u  (9) 

where p  is the pressure, h  is the medium viscosity and pτ  is the 

particle stress. The particle stress ( pτ ) is the stress contribution from the 

particles, as an extra stress term in the momentum balance equation. The 

particle stress in a finite element E is defined as, 

 
1

1 1

1
,

p pN N

E P
p ij ijE

i j iV

-

= = +

= - å åτ r F  (10) 

where EV  is the volume of the element E and PN  is the number of 

particles belonging to the element. The nodal particle stress is defined as 
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 1

1

,

E

i i

E

i

N
E E

p
n i
p N

E

i

V

V

=

=

= -
å

å

τ

τ  (11) 

where EN  is the number of elements sharing the node. The stress and 

pressure were non-dimensionalized by the characteristic values of 3/Bk T a  

such that Eq. (8) and (9) are non-dimensionalized as 

 
20 1/ 6 m

pp p= -Ñ + Ñ + Ñ ×u τ%% %  (12) 

 0mÑ × =u%  (13) 

The velocity and pressure are computed with standard Galerkin finite 

element method [Crochet et al. (1984)], where mu  is interpolated with 27-

node biquadratic shape function ( 1
2P ) and the pressure and stress are 

interpolated with 8-node bilinear shape function ( 0
1P ). 
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Chapter 3. DNA Separation in   

Nanofilter Arrays 

 

3.1. Numerical methods 

3.1.1. Dynamics of rigid dumbbell (Brownian dynamics) 

 

 In this work, we investigated the dynamics of short DNA molecules 

by using BD simulation and adopted a dumbbell model to describe a rod-like 

polymer, which consisted of two-beads connected by a rod. The evolution 

equation for each bead location ( b
ir ) is presented as follows: 

 0/ ( ) 1 / ( )b b b B C
i i i id dt m V= + +r E r F F , (14) 

where 0m  is assumed as independent of the molecular size, and ( )b
iE r  is 

the local electric field at the bead location, b
ir . The frictional coefficient of 

bead bV  is modeled as 3 / 2 ln( / )b
s aV ph s s= , which matches the 
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averaged translational frictional coefficient of an ellipsoid, of which the radii 

for the major and minor axes are a  and (1/ 2)s , respectively [Berg 

(1993)]. B
iF  is the Brownian force due to random collision with the 

surrounding medium molecules, which can be represented as follows 

[Öttinger (1996)]: 

 

( ) 0B
i t< >=F  

( ) ( ') 2 ( ')B B b
i j B ijt t k T t tV d d< >= -F F δ . 

(15) 

C
iF  is the constraint force required to maintain the distance between the two 

beads constant. The constraint force is the Dirac delta function because the 

rigid-rod potential is zero unless the rod length is s . The constraint force is 

applied with a three-step predictor-corrector algorithm [Somasi et al. (2002)]. 

First, the beads move because of electrophoretic and Brownian force with no 

constraint force. Then, the tension between the two beads is calculated, and 

this tension is finally applied to each bead such that the distance between the 

two beads is constrained as s . 

 In this work, Eq. (14) is non-dimensionalized by the following 

characteristic length, time, and electric field as follows: 

 2 ˆ ˆˆˆ / ,  /( / ),  / ,  /( / )s c s B av B sr r t t t t k T E E E F F k T tVº º º º , (16) 

where cV  is the characteristic friction coefficient defined as s stph . The 
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final non-dimensionalized equation for the bead evolution equation is as 

follows: 

 ˆ ˆ ˆˆˆ ˆ ˆ/ [ ( ) 1/ ( )b b b b B C
i i i id dt Pe V= + +r E r F F , (17) 

where bPe  is the bead Peclet number defined as 0 /c av s BE t k TV m  and ˆbV  

is the dimensionless bead friction coefficient /b
cV V . ˆ B

iF  denotes 

ˆ24 / Rdt N , where RN  is the random number distributed uniformly on the 

interval [-0.5,0.5] [Grassia et al. (1995)]. 
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3.1.2. Calculation of electric field (Finite element method) 

 

The electric potential and electric field are computed by employing 

FEM. The electric potential V is computed by solving the following Laplace 

equation: 

 2 0VÑ =  (18) 

The essential boundary conditions are imposed on the inlet and outlet as 

inV V= -D  and 0outV = . No flux boundary condition ( / 0V¶ ¶ =n , where 

n  is the unit normal vector of the boundary) is imposed on the walls, which 

means that the walls are assumed to be electrically insulated. The electrical 

potential is calculated by using the standard Galerkin FEM [Crochet et al. 

(1984)], where V  is interpolated with the 9-node biquadratic shape 

function ( 1
2P ). The electric field is computed from the relationship 

V= -ÑE .  
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3.1.3. Calculation of electrophoretic stream function (Finite 

element method) 

 

In order to track a molecule following electrophoretic streamlines, 

the electrophoretic stream function Y  is calculated by solving the 

following equations: 

 

/ ,  /x yE y E x= ¶Y ¶ = -¶Y ¶  

(upper wall) 1,  (lower wall) 0Y = Y = ,  

(19) 

where Y  is interpolated with the 9-node biquadratic shape function ( 1
2P ). 

The line of the iso-electrophoretic stream function constitutes an 

electrophoretic streamline. 
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3.1.4. Addressing electric field 

 

The local electric field at the bead position ( )b
iE r  is linearly 

interpolated with the 4-node 0
1P  shape function from the pre-calculated 

electric fields. For accurate electric field information, more than 100,000 

finite element meshes were used. To address the electric field at specific 

locations, it is necessary to determine the finite element including the bead 

[Kim et al. (2006)]. In order to resolve this issue, Kim and Doyle [Kim et al. 

(2006)] developed an efficient method—“target-induced searching 

algorithm”—based on graph theory. Although this algorithm is very efficient, 

we adopted a simpler method to determine an element that includes the bead 

after the time increment. First, we assessed whether the bead is still included 

in the element at the previous time step 0E . If it is not, we checked the 

element 1E  directly adjacent to the element 0E . If the bead does not exist 

in 1E , we further checked the second neighboring element 2E , which 

shares nodes with 1E  in succession. If the algorithm fails to find the 

element that includes the bead up to this step, then all the elements are 

checked. We adopted ˆdt  to 510 / bPe-  for 1bPe >  and 510-  for 

1bPe £ . Whether the bead is in an element is determined by the algorithm of 
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point-in-polygon (PIP). 
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3.2. Simulation parameters 

 

The averaged DNA mobility through the nanofilter arrays is 

represented by the transit mobility, 2 /t totalml Vtm = D , which indicates the 

electrophoretic mobility of the DNA molecules over m  unit channels 

during the total passage time totalt . In this work, the transit mobility is 

normalized with the theoretical maximum mobility for a single point particle 

in a nanofilter channel with a right angle [Streek et al. (2004)] as follows: 

 
0

max
[ (1 ) ][ (1 ) / ]

m
m

a a d a a d
=

+ - + -
 (20) 

In order to investigate the dynamics of DNA molecules in nanofilter arrays, 

three different sized DNA molecules ( 1.67 sts = , 2.83 st , and 4.00 st ) and 

four different types of tapered channels ( o45q = , o90 , o120 , and o135 ) are 

considered, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 1.1, the Cartesian coordinates x 

and y represent the longitudinal and thickness directions, respectively. In the 

calculations, the effect of the depth direction is neglected. The origin is 

located at the center of the bottom of the shallow slit. The thickness of the 

deep well, dt , is 5 times the shallow channel thickness, i.e., 5.00d st t= , and 

the lengths of the shallow part sl  and total unit channel tl  are 25 / 3 st  and 
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75 / 3 st , respectively. The DNA filtration process is calculated over 1000 

periodic unit channels ( 1000m = ) in order to obtain statistically significant 

data. 
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3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. High-throughput separation mechanism 

 

The dynamics of three different-sized rod-like molecules ( 1.67 sts = , 

2.83 st , and 4.00 st ) were studied in 1000 repeated periodic right-angled 

tapered channels, and their corresponding reduced mobilities are shown in 

Fig 3.1. We observed that the reduced mobility decreased with increasing rod 

size (s ) in a low bPe  regime, and the reverse was observed in a high bPe  

regime. The order of mobility at both low and high bPe  regimes is 

consistent with previous works [Fu et al. (2005), Laachi et al. (2007), Li et al. 

(2008)]. The mechanisms for the dynamics of rod-like molecules in two 

regimes have been explained by Ogston sieving [Fu et al. (2006)] and by 

torque-assisted separation with a non-uniform electric field [Laachi et al. 

(2007)], respectively. In addition, the cross-over point (compression of three 

bands) is predicted to occur around ~ 0.3bPe , which is also consistent with 

the experimental [Fu et al. (2005)] and numerical [Laachi et al. (2007)] 

results. 

In the case of high bPe , we postulate that the dynamics of rod-like  
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Fig. 3.1. Reduced mobility of the bead-rod molecules in the right angle 

channel. 
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molecules is strongly determined by the constraint effect of the molecule 

after the shallow slit. When the conformation of the rod-like molecule is 

negative in the shallow slit ( 0j < ), the constraint between the wall and rod 

affects the position of the fore bead and the conformation of the molecule, as 

explained in Fig. 2.1. Moreover, the constraint effect is dependent upon the 

molecular size. Fig. 3.2 schematically shows the rod size-dependent 

constraint effect and its effect on the lateral displacement. The upper panel of 

the figure illustrates the motion for the short molecule, while the lower panel 

shows the motion of the relatively long molecule. From this, it is apparent 

that the longer molecule moves close to the upper wall due to the constraint 

effect whereas the short one is less affected by the non-penetrating constraint 

of the corner. 

The size-dependent constraint effect was quantified with a change in 

the electrophoretic stream function at the fore bead position. We assumed for 

this model case that the fore bead was initially at the corner of the channel 

exit, and the aft bead was on the upper wall ( 0j < ). We traced the 

electrophoretic stream function ( fore
bY ) at the fore bead position until the aft 

bead leaves the shallow channel, when the Brownian motion is essentially 

negligible ( 100bPe = ). As defined in Eq. (19), fore
bY  was zero at the 

bottom wall and  
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Fig. 3.2. Schematic representation of a molecule leaving the shallow slit 

when the slope is positive (upper panel) and negative (lower panel). 
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fore
bY  when 1.67 sts = , 2.83 st , and 4.00 st . As the rod-like molecule the 

value was one at the upper wall. Fig. 3.3 shows the temporal change of 

escaped the shallow slit, fore
bY  changed from 0 to a finite value until the aft 

bead had escaped the shallow slit completely. The increment from its initial 

(0) to the final values was denoted as fore
bDY  (the inset of Fig. 3.3 depicts 

fore
bDY  with respect to s ). Here, the electrophoretic stream function 

gradually changed when the rod-like molecule escaped the shallow slit, and 

fore
bDY  was significantly dependent upon the rod size, s  (Fig. 3.3). In 

contrast, when the rod-like molecule had the conformation of a positive slope 

( 0j > ) in the shallow slit, there was little constraint between the rod and 

corner wall such that the two beads were able to experience electrophoretic 

motion freely [Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 3.4]. In this case, both beads were traced 

along the electrophoretic streamline relatively free such that fore
bY  was 

almost constant during the fore bead translation, and fore
bDY  was almost 

zero irrespective of s . In the real process, the probability of the rotational 

angle of the rod-like molecule in a shallow slit being negative is one half, but 

the constraint effect  
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Fig. 3.3. Temporal electrophoretic stream function change as a function of 

time, and the difference between the initial and final stream functions (inset) 

when 100bPe = . 
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Fig. 3.4. Electric stream function change of forward bead with respect to 

time and value of the change with respect to rod size. 
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determines lateral displacement in the whole filtration process. The lateral 

displacement was observed with the probability distribution of the centroid 

of the rod-like molecule in the calculation for the entire filtration. Fig. 3.5(a) 

and 3.5(b) show the distribution of the location of the short ( 1.67 sts = ) and 

long ( 4.00 sts = ) rod-like molecules in the deep well, respectively, when 

10bPe = . As shown in Fig. 3.5(a) and 3.5(b), we divided the deep well into 

four parts (I: upper entrance, II: upper exit, III: lower exit, IV: lower entrance) 

and checked the centroid location of the two beads over 1000 periodic 

filtration channel processes. We found that the long rod-like molecule was 

located in regions I and II more frequently than in regions III and IV, which 

was in contrast to the distribution of the short rod-like molecules. This 

difference in distribution cannot be explained if only the “torque-assisted 

separation mechanism” is dominant, since the probability in region I is not 

dominant over other regions.  

In order to obtain more detailed information regarding the 

probability distribution of a rod-like molecule, we also plotted the one-

dimensional (1D) probability distributions projected along x- and y- axes 

(Fig. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b)). The distribution denotes the probability which a 

molecule exists at specific locations along the axes. The coordinates 

correspond to the spatial location  
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Fig. 3.5. Probability distribution of the center of the molecule in the four 

regions in the deep well and the inlet and outlet of the shallow slit when (a) 

10bPe =  and / 1.67sts =  and (b) 10bPe =  and / 4.00sts = . 
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Fig. 3.6. One-dimensional probability distributions of the center of a 

molecule along (e) x̂ - and (f) ŷ - axes at 10bPe = . The coordinates 

correspond to a specific location of a channel which is denoted by the insets 

of Fig. 3e and 3f and the coordinates ( x̂  and ŷ ) were normalized with the 

thickness of a shallow slit. The arrow in the inset of Fig. 3e denotes 

streamwise direction. 
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defined by the insets of Fig. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) and the coordinates ( x̂  and ŷ ) 

were normalized with the thickness of shallow slit. We compared two 

different sizes of molecules ( 1.67 sts =  and 4.00 sts = ) at 10bPe = . The 

distribution along x̂ -axis is rather complicated around the entrance and exit 

of a shallow slit. As compared to the small molecule ( 1.67 sts = ), the long 

molecule ( 4.00 sts = ) has lower probability just before the entrance region 

( x̂ ~20) of the shallow slit, which corresponds to short dwelling time in the 

region but the probability sharply increases just after the entrance corner ( x̂

>20). When we estimated the overall probability around the entrance region 

( ent ˆ:15.75 22.75xW £ £ ; this region was selected to include the area where 

the probability distribution significantly changes around the entrance of a 

shallow slit), there was no significant difference between the two molecules 

(
ent

short
ˆ 0.2998dxr

W
=ò , 

ent
long

ˆ 0.3002dxr
W

=ò ). This result is in contrast to the 

predicted distribution by “torque-assisted separation mechanism” since it is 

expected that the long molecule has significantly short dwelling time if the 

“torque-assisted separation mechanism” is dominant. We speculate that the 

complicated distribution around the entrance region originates from the 

combined effects of the abrupt change of electric field around the entrance 
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region and channel constriction. In the exit region of the shallow slit 

( exit ˆ:1.25 8.25xW £ £ ), there is also no significant difference in the 

integrated probability values around the exit region (
exit

short
ˆ 0.2997dxr

W
=ò , 

ent
long

ˆ 0.2961dxr
W

=ò ). However, the distribution along ŷ -axis clearly 

demonstrates that the probability distribution of long molecule ( 4.00 sts = ) 

skews toward the upper wall as compared to small molecule case, which is 

consistent with Fig. 3.5(b) and our previous discussion: the constriction 

effect at the exit of the shallow slit makes long molecule move closer to the 

upper wall as compared to small molecule. 

In the case of 10bPe >  and sts > , the translational diffusion time 

in the deep well was much longer than that of the electrophoretic motion 

time in deep well ( , ,/ ~ O(10)d t e dt t ). Thus, the lateral position of long rod-

like molecules due to the constraint effect changes less by translational 

diffusion motion as compared to short ones. We emphasize that this 

difference in lateral distribution does not originate merely from the size-

dependent diffusion coefficient and this effect is deterministic. 

Thus, we determined that the deterministic constraint effect is 

responsible for the high-throughput separation mechanism, which implies 

that the optimal design of the channel shape (affecting the distribution of 
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electrophoretic streamlines) is essential in enhancing the DNA separation 

performance. 
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3.3.2. Effect of the tapered angle on the separation of rod-

like molecules 

 

The effect of tapering angle on separation performance for long-

chain DNA (10 kbp <M.W.< 100 kbp) has been observed experimentally 

[Han et al. (1999)] and numerically [Duong-Hong et al. (2008)] when 

o90q £  and ~ 100V/cmavE . In long chain DNA separation, the separation 

performance was improved as tapering angle was increased, [Han et al. 

(1999), Duong-Hong et al. (2008)] and it is reported that the obstruction of 

“tumbling along the wall” in tapered channel decreases the separation 

performance [Duong-Hong et al. (2008)]. 

To investigate the effect of tapering angle on separation performance 

for short chain DNA, we performed the simulation of the nanofilter process 

with four differently tapered geometries ( o45q = , o90 , o120 , and o135 ). 

The thickness of the deep well and length of the shallow slit and the number 

of total periodic channels were the same as those of the right angle channel 

( o90q = ), respectively [ 5.00 ,  25 / 3 ,  1000d s s st t l t m= = = ]. First, the 

filtration mobility of the three rod-like molecules ( 1.67 sts = , 2.83 st , and 

4.00 st ) in four channels was investigated with respect to bPe . Fig. 3.7 
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shows the reduced transit mobility, max/m m , of the three rod-like molecules 

within the four channels. The trends of max/m m  as a function of bPe  were 

similar in terms of the higher mobility for longer rod-like molecules in high 

bPe  and the opposite in low bPe . However, the mobility difference 

between long and short rod-like molecules remarkably increased as the 

tapering angle q  was increased in the high bPe  regime ( 10bPe = ). 

To quantify the mobility difference, the standard deviation of 

reduced mobility max .( / )stdm m  was calculated for the three different-sized 

rod-like molecules. Fig. 3.8 shows max .( / )stdm m  with respect to tapering 

angle q . For low bPe  ( 0.01bPe = ), max .( / )stdm m  has a similar value, 

when o90q = , o120 , and o135 , but not for o45q = . In addition, for high 

10bPe = , max .( / )stdm m  gradually increases with q . For the high bPe  

regime, we  
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Fig. 3.7. Reduced mobility of the bead–rod molecule in the four tapered 

channels. 
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Fig. 3.8. Standard deviations of the reduced mobility. 
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postulate that the dynamics of rod-like molecules is mostly determined by 

the constraint effect in a similar way as the right angle channel case. When 

j  is negative in shallow slit, the constraint effect influences the lateral shift 

of the rod-like molecule, as the rod-like exits the shallow slit in differently 

tapered nanofilter channels [Fig. 3.9]. As the molecule leaves the shallow slit, 

the electrophoretic stream function at the position of fore bead shifts to the 

higher value compared to the initial value due to the constraint between the 

rod of the rod-like molecule and the corner wall as in the case of the exiting 

process in the o90  tapered channel (Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 3.2). However, in the 

tapered channel, the stream function at the fore bead position is higher in the 

more tapered channel. 

The constraint effect dependent upon molecular size and channel 

geometry was quantified with a change in the electrophoretic stream function 

at the fore bead position. We assumed for this model case that the fore bead 

was initially at the corner of the channel exit, and the aft bead was on the 

upper wall as the model case of o90  tapered channel. The electrophoretic 

stream function at the fore bead position was traced from the fore bead 

exiting the shallow slit to the aft bead exiting the shallow slit completely, and 

the difference in the stream function values of the fore bead between the 

initial  
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Fig. 3.9. Schematic procedure of constraint effect during molecule exits 

shallow slit in tapered channel of (a) o45q =  and (b) o135q = . 
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and final time step fore
bDY  was investigated when the Brownian motion is 

essentially negligible, ( 100bPe = ). Fig. 3.10 shows fore
bDY  of three rod-

like molecules ( 1.67 sts = , 2.83 st , and 4.00 st ) with four differently tapered 

channels ( o45q = , o90 , o120 , and o135 ) in the model case simulation. 

fore
bDY  increased as either q  and/or s  increased, which indicates that the 

constraint effect becomes more significant and can be attributed to the 

electrophoretic streamline shift of a molecule. 

The constraint effect dependent upon molecular size and channel 

geometry was also observed in the simulation of whole filtration process for 

the high-throughput regime by averaged electrophoretic stream function, 

avgY . Over the 1000 periodic filtration process, avgY  was averaged from 

the values of electrophoretic stream function at the position of two beads at 

every discrete time step. Fig. 3.11 shows avgY  of three rod-like molecules 

( 1.67 sts = , 2.83 st , and 4.00 st ) in four different tapered channels ( o45q = , 

o90 , o120 , and o135 ) over 1000 periodic filtration process for 10bPe = . 

As  
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Fig. 3.10. Stream function change of the model in the tapered channel when 

100bPe = . 
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Fig. 3.11. Average stream function at the center position of the molecule over 

1000 unit nanofilter processes when 10bPe = . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

shown in Fig. 3.11, avgY  of longer molecules is larger than that of shorter 
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molecules. This tendency is similar to that of the size-dependent shift of the 

electrophoretic streamline [Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3] and lateral distribution [Fig. 

3.5] in the o90  tapered channel; this can be explained by the deterministic 

separation mechanism of the high-throughput regime. However, in the 

tapered channel, avgY  of the long rod-like molecules ( 2.83 sts =  and 

4.00 st ) increases with increasing q , whereas that of the shortest molecule 

( 1.67 sts = ) does not change significantly. Thus, the difference of avgY  

between a short ( 1.67 sts = ) and long molecule ( 4.00 sts = ) increases with 

q . These results indicate that the dependence of molecular size on the 

electrophoretic streamline along which the molecule translates grows as the 

tapering angle increases. In the high-throughput regime, the translational 

diffusion is not relevant and the rotational motion is constricted by the upper 

wall. In this case, the transition by electrophoretic motion governs the transit 

mobility in the whole filtration process. Therefore, the more highly tapered 

channel brings stronger dependence of molecular size on the transit mobility 

and better performance of the separation process. 

The lateral displacement by constraint effect according to channel 

geometry was also investigated through the distribution of probability for 

rod-like molecule location [Fig. 3.12]. For o45q = , the distribution of 
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probability for rod-like molecules is similar for both short ( 1.67 sts = ) and 

long ( 4.00 sts = ) molecules. However, for o135q = , the distribution of the 

long molecules becomes more heterogeneous than that of short molecules. 

Thus, the constraint effect involved lateral displacement of molecules in the 

deep well, and the degree of the lateral displacement can be related with the 

tapering angle of the channel, at the high-throughput regime.   

With this information, the deterministic separation mechanism in 

high-throughput regime becomes more distinct as the tapering angle 

increases. We expect that the mechanism proposed in the current work can be 

applied in designing more efficient nanofilter channels. 
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Fig. 3.12. Probability distribution of center of molecule when (a) o45q = , 

1.67 sts = , (b) o45q = , 4.00 sts = , (c) o135q = , 1.67 sts =  and (d) 

o135q = , 4.00 sts = . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4. Aggregating particle under 

 4:1 planar contraction channel 

 flow 
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4.1. Numerical methods 

4.1.1. Boundary conditions 

 

The particle which deviates the channel domain was enforced to 

reflect normal to the wall. The boundary condition of zu at inlet and outlet 

surface was obtained from the analytic solution of Newtonian creeping flow 

in duct channel assuming that the flow was fully developed and uni-

directional. If the pressure difference on inlet plane is ( )/
in

dp dz , the 

boundary condition of inlet flow velocity ,z inu  could be derived as Eq. (21), 

where the Peclet number Pe  is the dimensionless shear rate defined in Eq. 

(22). 
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4.1.2. Addressing velocity field 

 

To address ( )m
i iu r  at the position of the particle i, it is necessary to 

find out the finite element that includes the particle. We used a method of 

‘searching in neighboring elements’ to find out an element that includes the 

particle after time increment whose detail processor is explained in Section 

3.1.4. The criterion whether the particle is in an element is described follows. 
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First, two opposite diagonal nodes in the hexahedron element are selected 

arbitrarily as reference nodes. And then, three basis vectors toward 

neighboring nodes are determined on each reference nodes. If the position of 

particle is expressed as positive linear combination of basis vectors from 

both reference nodes, the particle is inside of the element. 

If an element that includes the particle is determined, the velocity at 

that particle position is assigned as interpolated from the nodal velocities of 

the element obtained at previous time step. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.3. Injection of particle 

 

At every time interval tD , n ( 33 / 4inn Q t af p= D ) particles were 

injected into the channel which was filled with fluid with no particle in the 

beginning. inf  is the volume fraction of the particle at inlet ( 0.1inf = ) and 

Q is the volumetric flow rate. The particle distribution at the inlet surface 
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was set proportional to the velocity profile. If the particle distribution on 

inlet plane is not proportional to the velocity profile, local volume fraction of 

particle not homogeneous. If the particle is injected on inlet surfaces 

uniformly at each time step, for example, more particles with large clusters 

exist close to the wall and it is unrealistic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2. Simulation domain and parameters 

 

The simulation domain is shown in Fig. 4.2. The Cartesian 

coordinates x, y, z represent contraction, vorticity and main flow direction, 

respectively. The y-directional depth yL is 62.5a  and the width of 

upstream ,x upL  and downstream ,x downL  is 100a  and 25a  respectively, 

so that the channel has a planar 4:1 contraction shape. Calculation of the two 
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parts (BD and FEM) was conducted alternatively and repeatedly sharing m
iu  

and pτ . 

The interparticle potential used in this study was the Lennard-Jones 

potential,  

 
12 6[( ) 4 2 /( ) ( ) ],2 /ij w ij ijU r U a r a r-=  (23) 

where wU  is the well depth of the potential, a  is the radius of the particle 

and ijr  is the distance between the particle i  and j . The Lennard-Jones 

potential was used here to simply represent the balance between the 

attractive ( 62 2ijr a> ) and repulsive forces ( 62 2ijr a< ) as the potential 

curve in Fig. 4.1 shows. In this study, we modeled 4:1 planar contraction 

flow of aggregating particle suspensions with the condition of 10Pe = , 
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic design of 4:1 micro-contraction channel. ,z upL  and 

,z downL  are the channel length of upstream and downstream to flow direction, 

,x upL  and ,x downL  are the width of upstream and downstream to contraction 

direction, and yL  is the length in depth direction. Origin is located at the 

center of inlet plane. 
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/ 10w BU k T =  unless mentioned otherwise. The vortex re-attachment length 

was in the range of 13 1.7±  such that the length of upstream ( , 150z upL = ) 

was long enough to ignore the effect of entrance on vortex dynamics.  

In this simulation, length, time, and force were non-dimensionalized 

by the characteristic values of a , 2 / Ba k TV  and /Bk T a  respectively such 

that Eq. (4) is non-dimensionalized and discretized as 

 [ ( ) ] .m P B
i i i i i tD = + + Dr u r F F% % %% % %  (24) 

B
iF
%  denotes 24 / Rt ND% , where RN  is the random number distributed 

uniformly on interval [-0.5,0.5] [Grassia et al. (1995)]. The difference 

equation (Eq. (24)) is solved by the time marching scheme of Euler method. 

The total number of finite element was 8,316 and the degree of freedom was 

about 230,000. When the particles were fully filled in the channel, the total 

number of particles was about 80,000. The time step was 55x10- . According 

to previous report about verification of SC algorithm [Myung et al. (2011)], 

the relative viscosity converged when the time step was lower than 31 10-´ at 

1Pe = . As Pe  is larger in this simulation ( 10Pe =  at inlet), we set the time 

step as 55x10- . In the results, the variables are expressed as dimensionless 

unless mentioned otherwise and the superscript ‘~’ is dropped for 

convenience. 
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Fig. 4.2. Lennard-Jones potential curve 
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4.3. Results and discussion 

4.3.1. Heterogeneity in particle clustering 

 

The aggregating particles formed particle structures as they flow in 

the contraction channel. Fig. 4.3 shows one of cluster formation and 

extinction on the center plane (y=0). The color of particle indicates cluster 

size of ith particle belonging ( )clN i , where the cluster size is the number of 

particle in the cluster. As Fig. 4.3 shows, particles flowing in upstream 

gathered and formed a small cluster (blue cluster in red circle at t=4.57) and 

the cluster size increased (green cluster in red circle at t=4.58) by gathering 

neighbor particles. Sometimes there was merging between clusters (yellow 

cluster in red circle and skyblue cluster in black circle at t=4.65). And then, 

large cluster approached contraction entry (red cluster in read circle at t=4.67) 

and it broke-up by smaller clusters passing contraction entry (two skyblue 

clusters in red circle at t=4.71). As the snapshots shows, in contraction 

channel, particle cluster changed according to time and position. First, to get 

an idea on the particle clusters formed at each channel position more 

quantitatively, we calculated the element-wise cluster size 

1

1
( )

m
E E
cl cl

i

N N i
m =

< >= å  at each finite element E , where m is the number of 
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particles and ( )E
clN i  is the number of  

 

Fig. 4.3. Snapshot of cluster formation and extinction on the center plane 

(y=0) 
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particle of the cluster to which the ith particle belongs inside the finite 

element E. The representation definition of ( )E
clN i  is schematically 

illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The nodal average cluster size was defined as 

''

'

EE
cln

cl E

V N
N

V
=
å
å

 for sharing nodes with adjacent element 'E , where 

'EV  is the volume of the element 'E . We defined the cluster such that a 

pair of particles belong to the same cluster if the distance between the ith and 

jth particle is shorter than 2.26ijr = , where the Lennard-Jones potential 

corresponds to 98% of the potential well ( 2.26 0.98
ijr wU U= » - ). Fig. 4.5(a) 

shows the profile of time averaged cluster size n
cl stN< >  on the center plane 

(y=0) of the channel. n
clN  was averaged for 5<t<20 where the flow was 

steady for 10Pe =  and / 10w BU k T = . As Fig. 4.5(a) shows, the particle 

clusters was formed non-uniformly depending on the position of the channel. 

The maximum cluster size was observed at around the coordinates (x,z)=(-

33.2, 112.4) and (34.2, 112.4), and was about 60. 

Fig. 4.5(b) shows n
cl stN< >  along the streak line of A and B in Fig. 

3(a) with respect to z-position, where line A indicates the streak line passing 
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the origin and B represents the streak line passing the position of maximum 

cluster size (x,z)=(-33.2, 112.4). The streak lines were obtained from time  

 

Fig. 4.4. Schematic representation of calculating E
clN< >  
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Fig. 4.5. (a) n
cl stN< >  on the center plane (y=0) at 10Pe =  and 

/ 10w BU k T = . Line A indicates the streak line passing the origin and B 

presents the streak line passing the position of maximum cluster size (-33.2, 

112.4); (b) n
cl stN< >  with respect to z-position along the line A(black solid) 

and line B(red dotted line). 
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averaged velocity profile for 5<t<20. As Fig. 4.5(b) shows in upstream 

region (0<z<150), n
cl stN< >  increased with z-position for 0<z<102.7 in line 

A and for 0<z<112.4 in line B. After the position where the maximum 

n
cl stN< >  was observed, n

cl stN< >  decreased until contraction entry where 

a vertical dotted line is indicated (z=150). In upstream region, n
cl stN< >  in 

line B was larger than that in line A. In downstream region (150<z<350), 

n
cl stN< >  increased with z in line A but it maintained a small value less than 

10. 

The position dependent formation and breakup of particle clusters 

arises from the competition of flow and interparticle forces. The flow 

strength was represented by a second invariant of the rate of deformation 

tensor IID , where ( )1

2
T= Ñ + ÑD u u . The strength of the interparticle 

force was quantified as a nodal interparticle force ,p nF . ,p nF  was volume 

averaged as 

' , '

,

'

E p E

p n

E

V F
F

V
=
å
å

 for sharing nodes with adjacent element 

'E , where , 'p EF  is the average value of the interparticle force in element 

'E . Usually, the distance between particle pair is larger than the position of 
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potential well depth in Lennard-Jones potential ( 62 2ijr a= ) when ~ 0.1f  

such that ,p nF  is negative over the contraction channel. The negative ,p nF  

indicates that the attractive force is applied. n
clN , IID  and ,p nF  were 

averaged for 5<t<20 and Fig. 4.6(a) and (b) show the change of time 

averaged values of n
cl stN< > , stII< >D  and ,P n

stF< - >  with respect to z 

along the line A and B respectively. The values were normalized by the 

maximum value of each. The maximum value of ,P n
stF< - >  was about 

2,500 in line A and B and that of stII< >D  was about 80 in line A and 200 

in line B. As shown in Fig. 4.6(a) and (b), the interparticle force was constant 

over the whole region except around the contraction entry region 

(110<z<160). Around the contraction entry region, ,P n
stF< - >  decreased 

slightly and increased again as z increased. However, the change of 

stII< >D  showed different shape in line A and line B. In line A, stII< >D  

increased steeply to contraction entry and was about 40 in downstream such 

that the size of cluster increased again in downstream due to the attractive 

interparticle forces. On the other hand, in line B, stII< >D  increased 

steeply to contraction entry but was maintained as large as 200 in 

downstream. Thus the size of cluster maintained small in downstream in line 

B. Conclusively, the clustering was determined by the competition of flow 
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and interparticle forces, and different flow characteristics due to geometric 

effect influenced heterogeneous formation of clusters. 

 

 

Fig. 4.6. Normalized n
cl stN< > , stII< >D  and ,P n

stF< - >  with respect to 

z-position (a) along the line A and (b) line B, where black dotted line 

indicates the position of contraction entry (z=150). 
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4.3.2. Spatio-temporal fluctuation 

 

Another characteristics of the particulate flow in the contraction 

channel was fluctuation of the flow with respect to space and time, which 

was not observed in Newtonian fluid without particles. To analyze the 

fluctuation of the flow characteristics, the degree of fluctuation of the 

velocity field (u) was defined as the standard deviation ( ( )s u ) in the time 

series for 5<t<20. Fig. 4.7(a), (c) and (e) show ( )xus , ( )yus and ( )zus on 

the center plane (y=0) of the channel. They showed maximum values near 

the contraction entry, and strong fluctuation was observed in the sequence of 

( )xus , ( )zus , ( )yus . It is also evidenced in Fig. 4.7(b), (d) and (f), which 

represent the average velocity xu< > , yu< >  and zu< >  in the 

contraction entry region which was defined as the dotted box region 

( 12.5,  10,  134<z 142x y< < < ) in Fig 4.7(a). The amplitude of fluctuation 

in the velocity field decreased in the sequence of xu< > , zu< > , yu< >  

and the standard deviation decreased in the same order as above 

( ( ) 6.86,  ( ) 2.66,  ( ) 3.95x y zu u us s s< > = < > = < > = ). The standard 
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deviation of the velocity field was 1.37%, 0.53%, and 0.79% of the 

maximum  

 

Fig. 4.7. Standard deviations of (a) xu , (b) yu , (c) zu  on the center plane 

(y=0) and the fluctuation in average velocities of (d) xu , (e) yu  (f) zu  in 

boxed area  (12.5 17.5, 10,150 155x y z< < < < < ); (g) standard deviation 

of pressure on the center plane (y=0); (h) average pressure in the region close 
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to the wall  12.5 17.5, 10,150 155x y z< < < < < (red dotted line) and at 

the center of contraction entry region 12.5, 10,134 142x y z< < < <  (black 

solid line). 

velocity at inlet 
max, 0.5 500z in xu PeL= = . It is to be noted that the variation in 

contraction ( x ) direction was larger than the variation in flow ( z ) direction. 

This implies that the effect of particles was highly anisotropic in the 

contraction flow. As shown in Fig. 4.7(g), the position dependent pressure 

fluctuation ( ps ) was largest in the corner of the contraction entry (see black 

arrow). Fig. 4.7(h) shows the average pressure p< >  near the wall (red 

dotted line; 12.5 17.5, 10,150 155x y z< < < < < ) and at the center of the 

contraction entry region (black solid line; 12.5, 10,134 142x y z< < < < ). 

The amplitude of fluctuation at the wall of contraction entry (red dotted line) 

was larger than that at the center (black solid line). This provides a useful 

information in designing the microchip and in analyzing the pressure profile 

which strongly depends on the position of the pressure sensor in 

microchannel experiments.  

The fluctuation was related with the formation and breakup of 

particle structures. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the average cluster size clN  as a 

function of time in the contraction entry region (-12.5<x<12.5, 125<z<150). 
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The particles were injected into the channel and reached the contraction 

entry region at 0.28t » , after which clN  changed between 100 and 500. 

The degree of clustering was dependent on the strength of the interparticle 

potential force,  

 

Fig. 4.8. Temporal fluctuations of (a) cluster size in the region of contraction 

entry (-12.5a<x<12.5a, 125a<z<150a), (b) time average cluster size in the 

region of contraction entry (-12.5a<x<12.5a, 125a<z<150a), (c) vortex size 

in 0x > , (d) vortex size in 0x > , (e) difference in pressure drop between 

inlet and outlet surface and that of Newtonian fluid, and (f) difference in 
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pressure drop with respect to wU . The inlets in (a), (c) and (e) are the power 

spectrum of Fourier Transformed time series. 

 

 

 

which was represented by wU . Fig. 4.8(b) shows the time averaged cluster 

size clN< >  and its standard deviation (see error bar in the figure.) in the 

contraction entry region (-12.5<x<12.5, 125<z<150) at / 1,  3,  10w BU k T =  

and 30  for 5<t<20 where the flow was steady. While the particle clustering 

was rarely observed for / 1w BU k T =  and 3 , the average cluster size 

clN< >  and its standard deviation increased with the increase in wU , 

/ 10w BU k T =  and 30  in particular. For / 1w BU k T =  and 3 , the error bar 

was smaller than the size of the symbol. In other words, the effect of particle 

structure on the contraction flow becomes significant for / 10w BU k T ³ .  

Fig 5(c) shows the variation of the vortex size at the right hand side 

of the channel ( 0x> ) at 10Pe =  and / 10w BU k T = . In this study, we 

defined the vortex size as follows. In the contraction flow, the streak line of 

rotating vortex exists in the region of contraction entry (100<z<150), where 

the re-attachment lengh of the vortex shows maximum near y=0 plane. To 
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characterize the vortex size in three dimension, we checked the re-attached 

position in x, z coordinates (xv,zv) which corresponds to the maximun re-

attachment length in thickness direction. The vortex size was assumed to be 

the area of the right-angled triangle, vA , which consists of (xv,150), (50,zv) 

and contraction corner(50,150) for the vortex at right hand side. The vortex 

size on the left hand side was defined in the same way. We defined the re-

attachment position xv,zv as the point ux=0, uz=0, where the velocity becomes 

opposite to the flow of main stream in the contraction entry region 

(100<z<150). Symmetric vortices were observed for Newtonian flow with 

the re-attachment points at (±33.3,150) and (±50,139.5), and the vortex size 

was approximately 95. As shown in Fig 5(c), the vortex fluctuated with time 

after t=0.28 when the particle cluster first approaches the contraction entry. 

The time averaged re-attachment points were (-32.8,150) and (-50,137.4) for 

0x<  and (32.8,150) and (50,137.5) for 0x> , and the average vortex size 

was 112.2 with the standard deviation of 13.7. Here, the size of the vortex 

was larger than that of the Newtonian fluid by 17.2. Fig. 4.8(d) shows the 

time averaged vortex size and its standard deviation (see error bar) for 

/ 1,  3,  10w BU k T =  and 30 . While the vortex size for / 1w BU k T =  and 

3  was not much different from that of the Newtonian flow, the vortex size 
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for / 10w BU k T =  and 30  showed an increase in 18% and 65%, and the 

standard deviations (see error bar) were 13% and 19% of the average vortex 

size, repectively. This means that the change in vortex size depends on the 

degree of particle aggregation in the contraction flow and the dependency of 

vortex size on aggregating force ( wU ) was similar to that bewteen the 

average cluster size ( clN< >) and aggregating force as shown in Fig. 4.8(b). 

Fig. 4.8(e) shows the temporal fluctuation of Np pD -D , where pD  

is the pressure drop of the suspension and NpD  is the pressure drop of the 

Newtonian fluid between inlet and outlet planes in contraction channel. The 

pressure drop first increased as the channel was filled with particles, and 

reached steady state. It also showed fluctuation as in the cluster size and 

vortex size, but the variation was smaller than that of the vortex size. The 

pressure drop was closely related with the interparticle force as much as the 

cluster size and vortex size. Fig. 4.8(f) shows the time averaged pressure 

drop Np p< D - D >  and its standard deviation for / 1,  3,  10w BU k T =  and 

30 . Similar to the cluster size and vortex size, the pressure drop showed no 

signicant difference for / 1w BU k T =  and 3 , but it increased significantly 

as wU  increased to / 10w BU k T =  and 30 . In addition, the standard 
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deviation (error bar) corresponded to 20% of the average pressure drop for 

/ 10w BU k T =  and 30 . Conclusively, the contraction flow of the 

aggregating suspension showed temporal fluctuation in velocity field, vortex 

size and pressure drop. And the last two were closely related with the change 

in particle clustering. A distinguishing characteristic of this time series of 

cluster size, vortex size and pressure drop was complex periodicity with 

observable peaks in a wide range of frequencies in Fourier transform 

analysis as shown in the inlets of Fig. 4.8(a),(c) and (e). 
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4.3.3. Correlation of fluctuations 

 

In order to analyze the temporal fluctuation in terms of particle 

structure, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated, which 

provides an information on the relationship between the fluctuation of 

particle cluster size and flow characteristics. Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

( ( , )X Yr ) is an index which represents the linear correlation between two 

variables X  and Y . If X  and Y  shows positive linear correlation, 

( , )X Yr  is close to unity; on the other hand, if they show negative linear 

correlation, ( , )X Yr  approaches minus one. ( , )X Yr  approaches zero as 

the correlation between X  and Y  becomes weak. ( , )X Yr  is defined in 

Eq. (25), where n  indicates the number of data points, iX , iY  are the 

couple of ith data, X , Y  are the average values, and Xs , Ys  are the 

standard deviations, respectively. 
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We calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficient by plugging particle 

cluster size in X  and vortex size in Y to investigate the correlation 

between the fluctuations in particle cluster and vortex size. Fig. 4.9(a) and (b) 

show the Pearson’s correlation coefficient ( ),n
cl vN Ar  at the center plane 

(y=0) in depth direction, where the cluster size ( n
clN ) was chosen to be the 

X data and the vortex size ( vA ) of the left (x<0) and right hand side (x>0) 

was chosen as the Y data, respectively. In Fig. 4.9(a) and (b), strong positive 

correlation was observed around the coordinates (x,z)=(-24.4, 133.9) and 

(24.6, 134.1) in red region. Even though ( ),n
cl vN Ar  of left (Fig. 4.9(a)) and 

right (Fig. 4.9(b)) side were not perfectly symmetric, the fluctuation of the 

vortex size showed a positive correlation with the particle clusters which 

locate just outside of the vortex (dotted triangle) following the main flow. 

Before and after the red region along the main flow, negative correlations 

(blue color) were also observed because if clustering occurs, particle 

depletion follows in the region before and after as a reaction of cluster 

formation. As a result, the vortex size can be estimated by observing the 

particle clusters that pass by the vortex to the contraction entry. 
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Fig. 4.9. Pearson’s correlation coefficients between cluster size clN  and 

vortex size vA : (a) left corner and (b) right corner on x-z plane at the center 

plane (y=0); dashed triangle indicates the average vortex size. 
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Chapter 5. Concluding remarks 

 

Firstly, we investigated the dynamics of short dsDNA separation in a 

nanofilter channel with the rigid-rod Brownian dynamics simulation method 

and introduced a new mechanism for the constraint effect in a high-

throughput regime. In the right angle channel, an Ogston-sieving type motion 

in low bPe  and a reverse order in high bPe  was reproduced. In the high 

bPe  regime, the constraint effect was found to be a key factor for the 

filtration process in the nanofilter channel. Due to the constraint effect, there 

was lateral shift of the rigid-rod molecule, which was rod-length dependent. 

The laterally shifted molecule translated deterministically in a deep well. In 

addition, the geometry effect on the nanofilter process was analyzed by 

changing the tapering angle of a nanofilter channel. Ogston-sieving 

mechanism was dominant in the low bPe  regime, and the reverse order 

tendency was found in the high bPe  regime. At this high bPe  regime, the 
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constraint effect was also studied to explain the higher mobility of larger 

molecules in a more tapered channel. The findings prove that the constraint 

effect and deterministic lateral displacement play a key role in the high-

throughput nanofilter process and provide a guideline for designing further 

efficient nanofilter channels to enhance DNA separation performance within 

the high-throughput regime. 

Secondly, in order to understand the characteristics of these complex 

flows more in depth, we applied Self-consistent particle simulation method 

to three dimensional 4:1 planar contraction flow of aggregating particle 

system. Formation of heterogeneous cluster was observed and the flow of 

particle systems showed spatio-temporal fluctuation. The flow characteristics 

changed with time and position as the particles flow into the channel. The 

degree of temporal fluctuation of the velocity field was heterogeneous such 

that the fluctuation was large at the center of contraction entry and the 

fluctuation of pressure was large at the corner of contraction entry. In 

contraction entry region, the cluster size was related with the aggregating 

force, and similar behavior was observed with vortex size and pressure drop, 

which means that the clustering of the particles practically dominates the 

complex flow in this case. The fluctuations in vortex size and cluster size 

were also dependent on the position of the particle cluster. The size of the 
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clusters that pass by outside of the vortex along the main flow direction 

significantly affected the fluctuation of vortex size.  

The results about particulate systems in confined microchannel flow 

help us understand the physics of the flow of complex fluids such as colloid, 

particle, droplet and biomass, and contribute to support the experiments in 

understanding the real processes of complex flow field. 
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문  

 

한  미 에   시스  수치 사 연 는 

다양한 활  가능한 랩 어칩 (lab on a chip) 개 에 어 

매우 하 , 러한   연  연 에  많  

심  아 다. 우 , 우리는 고 얕   복 는 나노 

필  (nanofilter) 를 흘러가는 짧  나  DNA  거동  

브라운 거동 수치 사를 해 사하 다. 를 통해 높  

생산  역  DNA 류 공 에  시   연  (Laachi et 

al., Physical Review Letters, 2007, 98)  다른 새 운 

커니  시하 다. 를 통해 채널 얇   에  

하학  한에 해 DNA 는 결  에 라 

다른 동  동하는 것  보 다. 결과 ,  

DNA 는  에  아래쪽  동   상태  

동하 , 는 짧  가  에   체류시간  
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가진 것과 는 현상 다. 우리는 나노 필 에  DNA  

거동  동 역학  통해 하 다. DNA  에 른 

통계  치 포 차 는 러한 우리  가  뒷 침하 다. 

또한 채널  얕  과   사  꺾  각도는 DNA 류 

효 에 한 역할  하는 것  견하 다. 는 채널  양에 

라 다른 균 하게 포  과 하학  한  

결합  결과를 보여 다. 러한 결과들  나노  DNA 류 

치  과 활 에  것 , 한  환경에  

고  거동 특  해하는 에 도움   것 라 다.  

또한, 한  복 한 형태  채널에  복  체  

미  변화  동과  상호 계에 해 사하 다. 

러한 복 한 동  특  해하  해, 우리는 4:1 수  

동에  집   스  거동    계 

동해   통해 연 하 다.   계 동해  

 브라운 동 학과 한    결합한 

것 ,  역에  수 학  효  고 한다. 를 통해 

우리는 치에 라 균 하게  체가 형 는 것  

견하 고, 를 동과  상호  경쟁 계  하 다. 

또한 미  변화   동과  상호 에  한 

시간-공간상  동 변동  찰하 다. 러한 변동  매우 

복 하여 주 나  특  없었다. 러한 결과를 통해 

균   형 과 시공간  동특  변동  미  수  

를 흐르는  스  복 한 동  특징짓는 주 한 

가  알 수 다.  
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